3D spheroid model of mIMCD3 cells for studying ciliopathies and renal epithelial disorders.
We have developed a novel 3D cell culture model that uses mouse inner-medullary collecting duct (mIMCD3) cells to generate epithelial spheroids. This model is amenable to efficient siRNA knockdown and subsequent rescue with human patient-derived alleles. Spheroids develop apicobasal polarity and complete lumens, and they are consequently an ideal model for polarity defects seen in renal ciliopathies such as nephronophthisis. Briefly, mIMCD3 cells are transfected and subsequently passaged to a Matrigel mixture, which is seeded in chamber slides and covered in growth medium. Once the spheroids are formed, Matrigel is dissolved and immunocytochemistry is performed in the chamber slides. The technique is amenable to semiautomatic imaging analysis, and it can test multiple genes simultaneously, gene-dosing effects and a variety of therapeutic interventions. The spheroid technique is a unique and simple 6-d in vitro method of interrogating ex vivo tissue organization.